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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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Story line cinematics have few fun moments, but it absolutely does not worth 15 euro. A sweet small game with lovely goofy
characters. Floofer is the best, blballblblblblblbl.^^. Epic port to mac. Only thing it's missing is people playing zombies online.
But other than that, it is flawless. 10/10. 3.5/10.
This one is the definition of a “stinker”. It calls itself a predator simulator, but how the game works is anything but it. The entire
game is you running around this tiny town biting and eating people/animals. As you kill more, higher level enemies spawn until
you die, then you start again. That’s literally the game. You get quests that are “eat this many people”. Oh and you know how
lions have to eat every 15 seconds or they die, because you do. Your life quickly runs out meaning you have to be eating
constantly. If you want to look around the town or do anything besides continually eat every second you will die like I did. Then
you have to start all over again. You get gold but it doesn’t seem to do anything. You have a roar and a bite. You can upgrade
powers but it requires crystals, which I never once saw. 5 minutes will show you everything this game has to offer, which isn’t
really anything. Guess the developer is a do-uche anyways so I don’t feel bad for speaking the truth on this one.. The last chapter
from the previous 2 games, this is more disturbing and has more difficult puzzles than the previous 2 games. Involving
jumpscares as well, but I noticed it also lack the same feeling from Underworld where you would feel at any moment you would
get chased by a creature. But still, there are still some chase scenes and the disturbance throughout the game really makes it even
more horrifying. It also really goes from what the title of this game is saying too.. Given the limitations of the RPG Maker and
it's age, this game is truly great. One of the best JRPGs I ever played and those were a lot. It reminds me very much of the old
Lufia games on SNES/Super famicom. Some very nice ideas and features, comfort functions, good storytelling... All in all,
pretty flawless. Give it a try if you like old-school JRPGs!
Rating 9/10. This is my first review on a game on steam. I think Chef is going to amazing game in the future. If you really
wanna play a game that aint fully launched yet you should not get Chef yet, but if you do remember there will be few minor
bugs along with the game since its still on Early Access. If you do not wanna get game that aint ready, wait. I am sure its gonne
be amazing on a month or two to simulator lovers when they fix the bugs.

Devs seems very active on the forums and seems to care for this game bugs so its gonna be great game when its lauched fully
from Early Access and the bugs are fixd.

Peace.. Potential.
The art style & character aesthetic are solid.
The sound, both ambient & music.
The story seems like it could prove interesting.

I'm recommending this because I'm a sucker for art & style & noir; I'm not at this stage recommending it for content length or
gameplay quality. Here's why.

The gameplay is not there...
The first mission, you need to find x number of clues & all the objects are white, when you pick up irrelevant ones they turn
black, relevant ones reveal what they are & the game doesn't provide direction and so you click on everything until you find (I
think it was 6 items) & then you go to the next level, this was not compelling.

The second mission, was a long cutscene with some dialogue prompts for jokes where you listen to the Coroner talk about the
evidence you collected & the body that was discovered; a lot more could have been done here besides wise cracking. It doesn't
need to be something like Law & Order: Legacies but at the very least I could have had more dialogue prompts or none at all,
the half-measures of this section was confusing.

The third mission (and the last for this Early Access release) was the best of the bunch & I think maybe shows the Developers
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realising that the first mission lacks guidance. This level has some of the points-of-investigation highlighted in colour, but the
most crucial (I guess it is a puzzle trigger) & the object you need to find are still white, but there are environmental clues as to
where to look for the object & then environmental clues as to where to proceed.
This mission & the guidance given went a long way to addressing my gripes with the first part of the game.

I'd say 25 of the 40'ish minutes of my first playthrough was spent click on every object in the first area & convincing myself
that I must have missed some clue as to directional guidance in the games audio because the dialogue triggers play over one
another; so $5 may be high for sub-45 minutes.
I like where this is going though, with minor fixes like audio overlap & player guidance it could turn out pretty good..
\udb40\udc21
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This game reminds me of one of my favorite original Xbox games called Xbox Music Mixer. I'd been wondering how cool that
game would be in VR. A VR nightclub where you could play your own tunes and relax.

 In fact my search for such an experience led me to Disco Time 80's VR. There's no gameplay here. You're just listening to
music in a VR danceclub watching people dance and maybe dancing yourself. If this is not your thing that's understandable. But
it's a VR experience that i enjoy greatly and I'm thrilled with this title.

This VR experience is very well crafted and the dancing moves, graphics and atmosphere are excellent.

If i could change anything, I'd like to see an easier way to change\/play your own music from inside the program and it would be
cool to have large display monitors in this club maybe with an option to add images from my PC.

P.S. Combining Phil Collins "In the air tonight" with Disco Time 80s VR was a mind blowing experience.. bloody great RTS
game. multiplayer is mostly dead but single player will keep you coming back for more, although its a bit short and no options
for how many territories to take or even global domination.it has voice command but like all others its wonky and doesnt work
all the time, forcing you to repeat commands.. came for the occult mystery stayed for the pain. If you're looking for a decently-
priced overnight stay with a touch of class and a disembodied faceless staff, look no further than The Spectrum Retreat. This
game is intriguing and filled with mystique, giving off vibes of games like Portal and The Stanley Parable.

The game moves between the hotel where a Westworld-esque narrative is delivered and gets more and more crazy over time,
and a digital-style world where you need to solve color-based puzzles to progress.

A lot of fun and worth checking out if you're a fan of narrative-driven puzzlers. Check out the gameplay and my full first
impressions - https://youtu.be/kbPKoglrR6E. Best use of Polandball in all of the games. Be the ball, see the ball.. This is the best
terrain editor I have ever used. It is simple to use and is truly AAA terrain. I have also used their other software such as AGFPro
and I gotta say that also impressed me. You can tell that they put time and quality work into these peices of software. I would
reccomend this to all game developers who are looking to have high quality terrain in their game.. Just not enough content to
justify the price. You don't even have to play it to comprehend this.. Short but fun.. It's a VERY basic for TD game. Towers are
very typical and tower effects and placement options are very limited, why are they spaced so far apart? There's very little room
for strategy, doesn't seem to be any focus on tower synergy. Just watch some youtube videos and basically everyone ends up
doing the same thing because it really is that limited. I didn't play the offense part however.
There's also no way to adjust the camera and you're so far from the battlefield, I don't see the point playing this in VR, unlike
Brass Tactics and Castle Must Be Mine which let you zoom in anywhere and get INTO the battlefield which is amazing to see.
I might revisit this game when it's complete but for now it feels very underwhelming. I think you'd only enjoy this if you're
totally new to TD games. I've had far more fun in android TD games like Fieldrunners 2 and Prime Defenders.. One of the
worse HOGs from Artifex.

- problems with registering clicks - infuriating when the game has achievements that want you to do multiple hidden object
puzzles without a single misclick
- multiple situations when the character bypasses objects she's looking for lying in plain sight only to come back to them later
with absolutely no reason
- bland story in general
- translation errors/untranslated cognates that should've been caught by a simple spellcheck
- achievements that require you to do puzzles on the first try, without testing. Misclicked because you didn't know the puzzle
controls? Tough luck, start a new save to retry.

4/10, worth a game if you're bored and got this in a bundle, not worth otherwise.

Also, don't pay actual money for this.
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